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The global monetary environment has eased markedly 

since the start of the year: Some major central banks like 

the US Federal Reserve (“Fed”) and the Bank of Canada 

have backed away from tightening. Others, like the Bank 

of Japan, the Reserve Bank of Australia, the Reserve Bank 

of New Zealand and the Swedish Riksbank have provided 

very dovish forward guidance. Furthermore, the European 

Central Bank has even eased policy outright by 

announcing a large-scale injection of liquidity in the 

banking sector through its TLTRO-III operation that will 

begin in September. This phenomenon is not just limited 

to developed economies. The two major emerging 

market central banks are also targeting easier liquidity 

conditions: The Reserve Bank of India has cut interest rates 

by 50 basis points and Chinese policymakers are once 

again forcing debt through the system. Total social 

financing flows amounted to RMB 2.9 trillion last quarter – 

this is 20% more than the RMB 2.4 trillion pumped through 

the economy in the first quarter of 2016. These reflationary 

efforts will bear fruit: Policy easing, especially when it relies 

largely on forward guidance as the current wave does, 

normally results in lower forward interest rates, which in 

turn, lead a rebound in global economic activity.   

 

With this reflationary tailwind global equities have already 

rebounded by more than 21% (in USD terms) since late 

December 2018. Post such a rally, the following questions 

are relevant: Have markets already fully discounted the 

growth improvement that lies ahead leaving them 

vulnerable to disappointments? Or do global equities 

have more upside? While a correction may prove 

necessary in the short-term, we anticipate global equity 

prices to continue grinding higher into 2020. 

 

What could derail this view? Should central banks adopt 

an easier bias but global growth continues to slow sharply 

without any end in sight, equities will decline. However, if 

global economic activity stabilises, easier policy should 

generate substantial equity gains. We see little evidence 

of a continued global economic growth slowdown: 

Stimulative financial conditions will result in an 

improvement in global activity indicators including for 

emerging economies. This is critical as emerging markets 

were at the epicentre of the slowdown in global trade 

and because they historically lead global industrial 

activity. Policy easing in China remains of particular 

significance. The Chinese activity indicator is still slowing, 

but BCA Research’s Li Keqiang Leading Indicator, which 

mostly tracks developments in the credit sector, has 

stabilised – see Figure 1, top panel. The rebound in the 

credit impulse also points to acceleration in Chinese 

nominal manufacturing output – see Figure 1, bottom 

panel. This should lift Chinese imports, resulting in a 

positive growth impulse for the rest of the world.  

Figure 1: Chinese industrial activity to recover 

The Euro area remains weak, but it will be a key 

beneficiary of improving growth. The top panel of Figure 2 

on the following page illustrates that the Eurozone’s 

exports to China tend to follow the trend in the Chinese 

Adjusted Total Social Financing impulse. Moreover, 

European exports to the rest of the world are set to enjoy 

a recovery, as highlighted by the upturn in the diffusion 

index of the Global Leading Economic Indicator – Figure 

2, bottom panel on the following page.  

 

In the US, it is unlikely that 2019 growth will top that of 

2018, but activity should nonetheless rebound from a 



lukewarm first quarter. Importantly, the Fed funds rate is 

holding below its equilibrium. Household fundamentals 

remain solid. A tight labour market means that wages 

have upside and household debt levels and debt 

servicing costs are all well behaved relative to disposable 

income. Offsetting some of these positives, capex 

intentions – a robust forecaster of actual corporate 

investments – have rolled over from their frothy mid-2018 

levels. Even so, they remain consistent with positive capex 

growth. Also, US fiscal policy is becoming increasingly less 

growth-friendly starting in mid-2019. Netting it all out, US 

growth should remain above-trend. Global growth should 

thus not derail the constructive cyclical outlook for global 

equities, we believe. 

 

A bigger risk for equities is that profits fall short of the 

market’s already depressed estimates for 2019 – see 

Figure 3. This would not be because of revenue growth 

disappointments, but rather because of profit margins 

contracting. In this regard, we highlighted last month that 

the S&P 500 operating earnings margin stands at 10.1% 

after having peaked at 12% in Q3 2018. Despite this 

decline, margins remain both elevated by historical 

standards and above their long-term upward-sloping 

trend. At first glance, the Fed’s current pause may 

undermine profit margins. Figure 4 on the following page 

shows that, when the unemployment rate stands below 

NAIRU, on average, wages grow faster than when the 

labour market is not at full employment. Since the 

unemployment gap stands as -0.8% today, we are likely 

to see continued wage pressures in the US economy. The 

problem with this narrative is that productivity has been 

accelerating – from a -0.3% annual rate in the second 

quarter of 2016 to 1.8% in the fourth quarter of 2018 – this 

is contrary to our previous expectations. Because wage 

inflation did not experience as large a change, unit 

labour cost inflation is still growing at 1% annually, as they 

did in Q2 2016. In fact, real unit labour costs are currently 

contracting at a 0.4% pace. The pickup in capex over 

the past three years suggests that productivity can 

continue to improve over the coming quarters. 

Consequently, as has been the case over the past two 

years, rising wages will only have a limited negative 

impact on margins. 

 

The key source of variance in profit margins has been, 

and will likely remain over the next year or so, corporate 

pricing power, which today stands at its lowest level since 

the deflationary episode of 2015-2016 – see Figure 5 on 

the following page. As was the case back then, the 

slowdown in global growth has played a role, since it has 

resulted in falling global export prices. Not only do these 

affect foreign revenues for US businesses these also 

Figure 2: Europe will benefit from stabilising growth elsewhere 

Figure 3: Profit expectations are low. 



Figure 4: Wages can increase further. 

impact the price of goods sold in the US and thus have a 

broad impact on aggregate pricing power. Last year’s 

USD strength amplified those headwinds. Since we 

anticipate global growth to improve and the USD to 

weaken, the current pricing power problem faced by 

corporate America should fade and profit margins should 

rebound in the second half of 2019. This suggests that for 

now, declining profit margins remain a risk that needs to 

be monitored, but not a base case to embrace. 

 

The tech sector has the poorest earnings outlook within 

the S&P 500. An economic upswing could counteract 

some of the recent declines in tech margins, but the 

much more pronounced rise in labour costs in Silicon 

Valley than in other sectors suggests that tech profits 

could lag behind other heavyweights like financials and 

energy. Financials will benefit from an easy monetary 

policy setting that should help credit growth. Moreover, 

net interest margins are at cycle highs of 3.5% as banks 

have prevented interest costs on deposits from rising in 

line with short rates. Finally, buybacks by financial services 

firms are rising and will likely battle the tech sector’s 

buybacks for the pole position this year. Our positive 

stance on energy stems from undue pessimism 

surrounding the sector. Market consensus currently pencil 

in such a large contraction in earnings for this sector that 

energy will curtail 2019 S&P 500 earnings by 18%. With oil 

prices back to last year’s elevated averages, rising per-

well productivity and easing financing costs, the hurdle to 

beat is already low. Furthermore, the end of US waivers on 

Iranian sanctions further supports oil prices. In this context, 

if global growth rebounds and the USD depreciates, 

energy companies could catch fire. 

 

For equity investors competing against a global 

benchmark, there is a simple way to express the view that 

global growth will rebound, safe-haven yields have 

upside, the USD will weaken and that profit margins are a 

risk to monitor: Buy European equities. Why is this case? 

Firstly, Euro area growth is much more sensitive than the 

Figure 5: Pricing power follows the global business cycle 



Figure 7: Rebound in global growth a tailwind for European equities 

US to Chinese growth. This also has implications for 

equities. When the ratio of M1 to M2 money supply in 

China perks up, as it is currently doing, European equities 

end up outperforming their US counterparts – see Figure 6. 

This is because the M1-to-M2 ratio ultimately reflects the 

growth of demand deposits relative to savings deposits in 

the Chinese banking sector. It therefore informs how 

spending is likely to evolve. Currently, China’s reflationary 

efforts point toward a pickup in spending that should lift 

European exports and European profits as well. 

Secondly, European exports have upside as discussed 

above. Moreover, if the global reflationary period is 

sustained, the decline in forward interest rates will reverse. 

This too is consistent with a period of outperformance for 

European equities – see Figure 7. 

 

Thirdly, the overweight stance on financials relative to tech 

equates to European equities beating their US 

counterparts. This simply reflects the fact that financials 

constitute 17.9% of the MSCI Euro area index, while tech 

shares account for 9.2%. The same sectors represent 

12.9% and 26.8% of the US market respectively. Not only 

are European banks trading at 0.6-times book value 

compared to 1.2-times for US lenders, but European 

banks stand to benefit more than US banks from rising 

bond yields as they garner a larger share of their income 

from lending activity.  

 

Fourthly, European profit margins are toward the bottom 

third of their distribution relative to US profit margins. Also, 

since European equities are more heavily weighted 

toward industrials, materials and energy, the sectors that 

suffered the greatest loss of pricing power during the 

global economic slowdown, pricing power in Europe 

could rebound more strongly than in the US. This too 

should flatter European profit margins relative to the US. 

 

Finally, even after adjusting for sectoral composition, 

European equities trade at a discount to US equities. On 

an equal-sector basis, the 12 month forward P/E ratio is 

14.2 and the price-to-book ratio is 2.0 for European 

equities. For the US, the same multiples stand at 20.7 and 

4.0 respectively. This means that European stocks are not 

yet pricing in an improving outlook. 

 

In conclusion: Major global central banks have markedly 

eased monetary conditions since the start of the year. This 

reflationary tailwind has sparked a sharp rally in global 

equities since late December 2018. Will this continue? 

While a correction may prove necessary in the short-term, 

we anticipate global equity prices to continue grinding 

higher into 2020. The two major risks to this view pertain to 

slowing global growth and that profits fall short of the 

already depressed earnings growth expectations. We 

believe that the global economy is showing evidence of 

growth stabilisation and even acceleration in certain 

economies. A continued global growth slowdown should 

thus not prove a headwind for equities. Profit margins 

require close monitoring, but we also do not expect any 

major surprises on this front. With this global economic 

backdrop, European equities should specifically benefit. 

We hence maintain our overweight allocation to 

European equities. On a sector level, both the financials 

and energy sectors appear particularly attractive. This 

provides further conviction to our overweight exposures to 

these sectors in client portfolios. 

Figure 6: Chinese monetary conditions bullish for Europe. 
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Indicator Spot MTD YTD Y-o-Y

Gold 1 286.25   -0.5% 0.3% -2.2%

Brent Crude 72.15        5.5% 34.1% -4.0%

USDZAR 14.3917    -0.8% 0.1% 15.6%

EURZAR 16.0409    -1.4% -2.6% 6.5%

GBPZAR 18.5831    -1.6% 1.3% 8.4%

JSE All Share TRI 8 753.00   4.9% 13.2% 4.5%

JSE Resources TRI 3 117.67   -0.3% 15.8% 28.3%

JSE Industrials TRI 14 472.15 7.1% 16.6% -0.8%

JSE Financials TRI 9 940.41   7.2% 6.8% 0.5%

JSE Listed Property TRI 1 932.97   3.5% 5.0% -9.4%

S&P 500 2 939.88   3.7% 17.3% 11.0%

Euro STOXX 50 7 284.86   4.7% 17.5% 1.5%

FTSE 100 6 675.78   2.5% 12.2% 3.3%

Nikkei 225 35 646.44 5.0% 12.2% 1.1%

Hang Seng 83 078.58 1.9% 15.0% -0.6%
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